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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

BOARD AGENDA 
 

18 JUNE 2012 
 
The Planning and Development Board will meet in the 
Council Chamber at The Council House, South Street, 
Atherstone, Warwickshire on Monday 18 June 2012 at 
6.30 pm. 

 

AGENDA 
 

1 Evacuation Procedure. 
 
2 Apologies for Absence / Members away on 

official Council business. 
 
3 Declarations of Personal or Prejudicial 

Interests. 
(Any personal interests arising from the 
membership of Warwickshire County Council of 
Councillors Lea, May, B Moss and Sweet and 
membership of the various Town/Parish Councils 
 



  of Councillors Barber (Ansley), Butcher 
(Polesworth), B Moss (Kingsbury), Phillips 
(Kingsbury) and Winter (Dordon) are deemed to 
be declared at this meeting. 

 
 

PART A – ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND DECISION  
(WHITE PAPERS) 

  
4 Planning Applications – Report of the Head of Development Control. 
 
 Summary 
 
 Town and Country Planning Act 1990 – applications presented for 

determination 
 
 The Contact Officer for this report is Jeff Brown (719310). 
 
5 Planning Fees 2011-12 – Report of the Head of Development Control. 
 
 Summary 
 

The report brings Members up to date with the current position in 
respect of the receipt of planning fee income. 

  
 The Contact Officer for this report is Jeff Brown (719310) 
 
6    Waste Development Framework - Core Strategy – Publication 

Document (Regulation 27) consultation (March 2012) - Report of 
the Assistant Chief Executive and Solicitor to the Council         

 
Summary 

 
 This report and appendices outlines Warwickshire County Council’s 

Waste Development Framework - Core Strategy - Publication 
Document (Regulation 27) consultation (March 2012) and the Borough 
Council’s recommended responses to the document. 
 
The Contact Officer for this report is Mike Dittman (719451). 

 
 

PART C – EXEMPT INFORMATION 
(GOLD PAPERS) 

 
7 Exclusion of the Public and Press 
 
 Recommendation: 
 
 That under Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 

1972, the public and press be excluded from the meeting for 
the following item of business, on the grounds that it 



involves the likely disclosure of exempt information as 
defined by Schedule 12A to the Act. 

 
8 Breaches of Planning Control – Report of the Head of Development 

Control 
 

The Contact Officer for this report is Jeff Brown (719310) 
 
 
 

JERRY HUTCHINSON 
Chief Executive 



 Agenda Item No 4 
 
 Planning and Development 

Board 
 
 18 June 2012 
 
 Planning Applications 

Report of the   
Head of Development Control 
 
 
1 Subject 
 
1.1 Town and Country Planning Act 1990 – applications presented for determination. 
 
2 Purpose of Report 
 
2.1 This report presents for the Board decision, a number of planning, listed building, 

advertisement, proposals, together with proposals for the works to, or the felling 
of trees covered by a Preservation Order and other miscellaneous items. 

 
2.2 Minerals and Waste applications are determined by the County Council.  

Developments by Government Bodies and Statutory Undertakers are also 
determined by others.  The recommendations in these cases are consultation 
responses to those bodies. 

 
2.3 The proposals presented for decision are set out in the index at the front of the 

attached report. 
 
2.4 Significant Applications are presented first, followed in succession by General 

Development Applications; the Council’s own development proposals; and finally 
Minerals and Waste Disposal Applications.  . 

 
3 Implications 
 
3.1 Should there be any implications in respect of: 
 

Finance; Crime and Disorder; Sustainability; Human Rights Act; or other relevant 
legislation, associated with a particular application then that issue will be covered 
either in the body of the report, or if raised at the meeting, in discussion. 

 
4 Site Visits 
 
4.1 Members are encouraged to view sites in advance of the Board Meeting.  Most 

can be seen from public land.  They should however not enter private land.  If 
they would like to see the plans whilst on site, then they should always contact 
the Case Officer who will accompany them.  Formal site visits can only be agreed 
by the Board and reasons for the request for such a visit need to be given. 
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4.2 Members are reminded of the “Planning Protocol for Members and Officers 
dealing with Planning Matters”, in respect of Site Visits, whether they see a site 
alone, or as part of a Board visit. 

 
5 Availability 
 
5.1 The report is made available to press and public at least five working days before 

the meeting is held in accordance with statutory requirements. It is also possible 
to view the papers on the Council’s web site: www.northwarks.gov.uk.  

 
5.2 The next meeting at which planning applications will be considered following this 

meeting, is due to be held on Monday, 16 July 2012 at 6.30pm in the Council 
Chamber at the Council House. 

 
6 Public Speaking 
 
6.1 Information relating to public speaking at Planning and Development Board 

meetings can be found at: www.northwarks.gov.uk/downloads/file/4037/. 
 
6.2 If you wish to speak at a meeting of the Planning and Development Board, you 

may either: 
 

 e-mail democraticservices@northwarks.gov.uk; 
 telephone (01827) 719222; or 
 write to the Democratic Services Section, The Council House, South Street, 

Atherstone, Warwickshire, CV9 1DE enclosing a completed form. 
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Planning Applications – Index 
 
Item 
No 

Application 
No 

Page 
No 

Description General/ 
Significant 

1 PAP/2012/0169 4 Land south of, Orton Road, Warton,  
Change of use of land from agriculture to 
use for the purpose of flying model 
helicopters. 

General 

2 PAP/2012/0208 19 Miners Welfare Centre, Ransome 
Road, Arley, Warwickshire,  
Erection of 42 no. 2, 3, and 4 bedroom 
houses with associated access roads, 
parking, boundary treatments etc 

General 

3 Consultation by 
Warwickshire 

County Council 

41 Faraday Avenue, Hams Hall 
 
Establishment and Operation of a 
temporary wood processing facility for a 
period of five years 
 

 

4 Consultation by 
Warwickshire 

County Council 

51 De Mulder and Sons Ltd, Mancetter 
Road, Hartshill 
 
Proposed New Tallow Farm 
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General Development Applications 
 
(1) Application No: PAP/2012/0169 
 
Land south of, Orton Road, Warton,  
 
Change of use of land from agriculture for the purpose of flying model helicopter 
aircraft for  
 
Midland Helicopter Club 
 
Introduction 
 
This application is referred by Head of Development Control for determination in the 
public interest.  
 
The Site 
 
This comprises a triangular area of land, measuring 2.93 hectares, formerly used for 
agriculture, bounded on two sides by drainage ditches which lies some 500 metres to 
the south east of Warton. A smaller area measuring some 2 hectares, in the southern 
part of the larger site, is proposed as the over-flying area. The remainder of the site 
houses a portacabin, used as a clubhouse, a storage container, two portaloos and a car 
parking area. A public right of way footpath, the AE13 passes some 10 metres to the 
west of the site. The site lies within the functional flood plain of a minor brook which 
flows to join the River Anker near Polesworth. A flood risk assessment is provided.  The 
nearest residential building is 570 metres from the aircraft launch point and the nearest 
residential building on Orton Rd is some 575 metres distant; the boundary of the 
nearest garden, to rear of dwellings on Orton Rd, is 520m from the launch point. 
 
The Proposal 
 
The application seeks planning permission for the use of the land for the flying of model 
helicopter aircraft and for the stationing of a portacabin, a container and two portaloos 
on the site to provide a clubhouse and ancillary storage facilities.   
 
Background 
 
The site is currently used for the flying of model helicopter aircraft and the portacabin, 
container and portaloos are already in position on the site. The use was initially 
established as “permitted development” on the site under the provision in the Town and 
Country Planning (General Permitted Development Order) which allows the temporary 
use of land. The use however now occurs more frequently than is permitted by this 
Order and the stationing of structures is not permitted under the Order.   
 
Planning permission was granted on 15/2/2011 for the change of use from agriculture to 
use for the purpose of flying model helicopter aircraft and for the stationing of the 
portacabin, container and portaloos. This permission was subject to conditions 
restricting the hours of flying, the number and type of aircraft that could be flown any 
one time and to require the permitted use to be discontinued on or before 28/2/2012.  
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The restrictions were imposed due to concern over potential disturbance due to noise at 
nearby residential properties as the noise impact assessment submitted with the 
application was limited in its’ methodology and scope. The time limit was imposed to 
allow review of the impact of the use. Further noise monitoring was required to be 
undertaken during the period the permission was in force. This has been done and the 
findings are submitted with the current application. The current application was 
submitted before the date the use was to be discontinued and seeks to establish the 
use on the site. 
 
Development Plan 
 
North Warwickshire Local Plan 2006 (Saved Policies) - Core Policy 2 (Development 
Distribution), Core Policy 11 (Quality of Development), ENV8 (Water Resources), 
ENV11 (Neighbour Amenities), ENV12 (Urban Design), ENV13 (Building Design), 
ENV14 (Access Design), TPT1 (Transport Considerations in New Development), TPT3 
(Access), and TPT6 (Vehicle Parking) 
 
Other Relevant Material Considerations 
 
National Planning Policy Framework April 2012.  
 
DoE - Code of Practice for the minimisation of noise from model aircraft, 1982. 
 
Consultations 
 
WCC Highways – No objection subject to conditions to ensure safe vehicle access. 
 
Environmental Health Officer – No objection subject to conditions to limit the number 
and type of model aircraft flown and the hours during which flying activities can occur. 
 
Representations 
 
Representations from 6 local residents have been received objecting to the proposed 
development. These raise concerns over the adverse impact arising from noise 
experienced within buildings, in gardens and whilst walking on footpaths close to the 
flight area; the unsuitability of the site due to proximity of the site to residential 
properties, the opportunity for the club to use of the site every day, the improved vehicle 
access encourages others to access the site for inappropriate activities, nuisance due 
to increase in traffic and adverse impact on highway safety. One representation raises 
concern over the methodology and scope of the noise impact assessment undertaken, 
this is appended as Appendix 1. 
 
Observations 
 
The proposed model flying use requires an area of open land and the countryside 
location provides this. The ancillary development proposed is limited to essential 
facilities necessary for the proposed use. These ancillary buildings comprise one 
portacabin, used as a clubhouse building and one small storage container sited 
adjacent to the portacabin. The portacabin is 6.15 metres long, 2.76 metres wide and 
2.45 metres high with a flat roof. The container is 3.75 metres long by 2.45 metres wide 
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and 2.45 metres high. The colour of these is appropriate to the countryside location. 
The buildings are closely grouped, cover a small area and will have a limited impact on 
openness. These are portable structures which can be removed from the site. The 
development is thus considered to accord with saved policies CP2, CP11 and ENV13. 
 
With regard to the existing natural environment the use has produced relatively minor 
change to the land - the most significant is perhaps the regular mowing of the flight 
launch/landing area. Boundary hedgerows remain unaffected and the existing habitat 
has not been significantly disturbed. The proposed use will not have a significant 
adverse impact on the existing natural landscape.  
 
The site lies within an area liable to flooding and a flood risk assessment has been 
submitted. The proposed use is considered to be in accord with national technical 
guidance included in National Planning Policy Framework with respect to development 
and flooding. The proposed use here is for outdoor recreation, this falls within the 
“water compatible” category set out in Annex D and such uses are identified as 
appropriate for locations within Flood Zone 3. The small ancillary buildings and other 
structures will not significantly impede the storage or flow of flood waters across the 
site. The proposal is considered to comply with saved policy ENV8 of the North 
Warwickshire Local Plan 2006. 
 
The club has some 50 members. It is however very unlikely all will turn up to fly on any 
one given day. The applicants state more typically, some 15 members will visit the site 
to fly on more popular days - e.g. a Sunday with good flying weather. This would 
indicate a maximum of up to 30 vehicle movements, 15 in and 15 out. The club does 
host annual events that attract non-members and a higher number of vehicles will visit 
the site during such events.  
 
The vehicle access from Orton Rd is some 9 metres wide and has been surfaced with 
concrete for a distance of 5 metres from the carriageway and the access track to the 
flying site is generally some 3 metres wide, being slightly wider at bends and these 
provide passing opportunities for cars. Visibility on the track is good allowing vehicles to 
wait in passing points. The vehicle access provides a safe access arrangement for the 
typical vehicle traffic associated with the proposed use. The required visibility can be 
achieved at the existing access onto the public highway. Adequate space exists within 
the site for parking and turning of vehicles. The Highway Authority has no objection. 
The proposal is considered to comply with saved policies ENV14, TPT1 and TPT3 of 
the North Warwickshire Local Plan 2006. 
 
A public footpath passes some 10 metres to the west of the apex of the flight area. 
However flying of aircraft is restricted to the flight area proposed, shown hatched on the 
flight area plan submitted, thus no aircraft should over fly or come within 10 metres of 
the public footpath. 
 
The opportunity to fly model aircraft is limited by factors such as wind speed, visibility 
and the weather. Using weather record data for the area, the applicants estimated flying 
to be possible on fewer than half the number of days in a year. Daylight is also required 
for flying and is thus further limited during winter months. The club is affiliated to the 
British Model Flying Association and flying activity and club members’ behaviour is 
constrained by the rules, practices and procedures published in the members’ 
handbook, and by the Midland Helicopter Club’s own rules and code of conduct.   
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Details submitted by the applicants indicate that in addition to weather constraints the 
flying time of individual model aircraft is limited by other factors; the battery charge or 
fuel capacity, both allow only a few minutes of flying time before aircraft must land to 
refuel, replace or recharge the battery, the need for maintenance and adjustment, flying 
model aircraft requires concentrated effort from the ground based pilot. The club 
organisers suggest that club members normally complete three or four flights during a 
visit with the actual flying time of less than 30 minutes, even though a members’ visit 
may last a few hours and that eight to ten members are likely to visit the site on a 
favourable flying day.  
 
The most significant issue with this development is noise and a noise impact 
assessment is submitted with the application. 
 
No clear methodology to assess the impact of noise from model aircraft has yet been 
formulated at a national level. The Department of the Environment produced a Code of 
Conduct for the minimisation of noise from model aircraft in 1982, this was reviewed by 
DEFRA. It promotes good operating guidelines and identifies four factors relevant to 
assessment of noise around sensitive properties, such as dwellings, separation 
distance, barriers between the flying site and noise sensitive properties, times of 
operation and numbers of model aircraft in simultaneous operation. Although produced 
some time ago the Code remains the only relevant official published guidance.  
 
The Code recommends a separation distance of 500 metres between the launch point 
of flying site and nearest noise sensitive properties. Where separation distances are 
inadequate, restriction of the hours of operation is suggested. Although actual hours are 
a matter for local determination, recommended hours for weekdays are 0900 to 1900 
hours and from 1000 to 1900 hours on Sundays and public holidays. 
 
The separation distance to the nearest noise sensitive building in this case is 560 
metres, with the nearest noise sensitive building on Orton Rd being 575 metres distant; 
the nearest garden is to the rear of dwellings on Orton Rd and is 520m from the launch 
point. Given the flat terrain there are no barriers between the launch site and the 
nearest properties that would reduce noise generated.  
 
There have been significant changes since the code was published. The use of model 
aircraft powered only by electric motors has significantly increased due to 
improvements in battery technology. Such aircraft can emit substantially less noise than 
model aircraft powered by internal combustion engines or gas turbines.  The Code does 
not include specific recommendations with respect to electric powered model aircraft. 
 
The methodology and scope of the noise impact assessment was discussed and 
agreed with the Council’s Environmental Health Officer (EHO) prior to being 
undertaken. This reflects the factors identified in the Code and also includes monitoring 
of noise emissions of model helicopter aircraft of different types whilst in flight, with 
noise measurements taken near the boundaries of nearest residential properties and 
measurements of the ambient, (background) noise level in this area.  
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The Council’s Environmental Health Officer has reviewed the findings of the noise 
impact assessment and concludes that with four model helicopter aircraft powered by 
internal combustion engines in flight at one time there is a perceptible increase in noise 
above the ambient noise level close to nearby residential properties, however there is 
no perceptible increase with only two such model helicopters being flown at the same 
time.  
 
The Environmental Health Officer concludes that two model helicopters powered by 
internal combustion engines in flight at one time would not result in a significant adverse 
noise impact for occupiers of nearby residential properties.  
 
Persons in the open countryside closer to the flight area, e.g. walkers using the public 
footpath which passes to the west of the flight area would experience noise near the 
flight area and for some distance beyond; this would however diminish as they moved 
away.  
 
The noise emitted by electrically powered aircraft can be substantially less than from 
aircraft powered by an internal combustion engine or gas turbine. The noise impact 
assessment indicates that with four electric motor powered model helicopters being 
flown there would be no significant impact on residential properties due to noise. The 
Environmental Health Officer has also visited the site whilst four such electric powered 
models were being flown and found the noise from the model aircraft to be barely 
perceptible close to residential properties, i.e. 500 metres distant. 
 
The applicant has stated that the flight area could potentially accommodate up to four 
model aircraft in flight at one time; however with experienced pilots no more than three 
aircraft are likely to be airborne at once. Three or four aircraft airborne at one time 
would be acceptable, providing the noise was not perceptibly greater than that emitted 
by two model aircraft powered by internal combustion engines.  
 
The Council’s Environmental Health Officer has considered carefully the noise impact 
assessment, the comments on noise and the noise impact assessment set out in the 
representations received and his own observations. He recommends that if permission 
is granted then no more than four model aircraft should be flown at any one time and no 
more than two model aircraft powered by means other than electric motor should be 
flown at any one time.  
 
The applicant has requested that flying of model aircraft powered other than by electric 
motor be allowed between 09:00 hours and 19:00 hours on Monday to Friday and 10:00 
to 17:00 on Saturday, Sunday or public holidays and for model aircraft powered by 
electric motors between the hours of 09:00 to 21:00 on Monday to Friday and 10:00 to 
21:00 on Saturday, Sunday or public holidays. 
 
Given the conclusion of the Environmental Health Officer with regard to electric motor 
powered model aircraft it is not considered that the longer daily flying period requested 
for such models will give rise to a significant adverse noise impact. The Council granted 
planning permission in 2009 for the flying of electrically powered model aircraft during 
daylight hours by a model aircraft club from a site in Coleshill.  
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Subject to such conditions to limit the number and type of model aircraft and the periods 
of flying activity it is considered the proposal will not give rise any significant adverse 
impact due to noise on health or quality of life for nearby residents. The proposal is 
considered to accord with saved policy ENV11 of the North Warwickshire Local Plan 
2006 and guidance set out in the National Planning Policy Framework 2012 with regard 
to conserving the natural environment and avoiding and mitigating adverse impacts 
from noise from new development. 
 
Recommendation 
 
That the application be GRANTED subject to the following conditions: 
 

1. The development hereby approved shall not be carried out otherwise than 
in accordance with the application site plan, block plan; building position plan, 
floor plan and elevations, and vehicle access plan received by the Local Planning 
Authority on 21 March 2012. 
 
REASON 
 
To ensure that the development is carried out strictly in accordance with the 
approved plans. 
 
2. The use hereby approved shall enure solely for the benefit of the Midland 
Helicopter Club and for no other organisation or person whomsoever and shall 
be discontiinued on the vacation of the site by the Midland Helicopter Club. 
 
REASON 
 
Planning permission is granted solely in recognition of the particular 
circumstances of the beneficiaries. 
 
3. The buildings and all associated structures shall be removed from the site 
and the land restored to its former condition within two months of the cessation of 
the use hereby permitted. 
 
REASON 
 
To ensure redundant structures on the site are removed in the interest of 
amenity. 
 
4. The existing vehicle access to the site shall not be used in connection with 
the use hereby permitted unless the access has been provided with a width of 
not less than than 5 metres as measured from the near edge of the public 
highway carriageway. 
 
REASON 
 
In the interests of safety on the public highway. 
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5. The existing vehicle access to the site shall not be used in connection with 
the use hereby permitted until it has been surfaced with a bound surface material 
for a distance of at least 5 metres measured from the near edge of the public 
highway carriageway.  
 
REASON 
 
In the interests of safety on the public highway. 

 
6. The access to the site for vehicles shall not be used unless a verge 
crossing has been laid out and constructed in accordance with the standard 
specification of the Highway Authority. 
 
REASON 
 
In the interests of safety on the public highway. 
 
7. The existing access shall not be used in connection with the use hereby 
permitted until visibility splays have been provided to the vehicular access with 
an 'x' distance of 2.4 metres, and a 'y' distances of 160 metres to the near edge 
of the public highway carriageway.  No structure, tree or shrub shall be erected, 
planted or retained within the splays, exceeding, or likely to exceed at maturity, a 
height of 0.6 metres above the level of the public highway carriageway. 
 
REASON 
 
In the interests of safety on the public highway. 
 
8. No flying or other operation of model aircraft powered by an electric motor 
only, including the testing or running of engines whilst stationary, shall take place 
before 09:00 hours or after 21:00 hours on Monday to Friday or before 10:00 
hours or after 21:00 hours on Saturdays, Sundays or public holidays.  No flying 
or other operation of model aircraft powered other than by an electric motor only, 
including the testing or running of engines whilst stationary, shall take place 
before 09:00 hours or after 19:00 hours on Monday to Friday or before 10:00 
hours or after 17:00 hours on Saturday, Sunday or public holidays.   
 
REASON 
 
In the interests of amenity. 
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9. No more than four model aircraft shall be flown from the site at any one 
time and of these, no more than two model aircraft shall be powered by any type 
of internal combustion engine. No model aircraft that emits a noise louder than 
80 db(A) measured at point 7 metres distant when on the ground shall be flown 
from the site. Noise emissions of model aircraft flown from the site shall be 
regularly monitored and the club organisers shall maintain a written record of the 
measured noise emitted by model aircraft and the date of measurement. A 
written record of all model aircraft flown from the site, to include name of 
member, aircraft type, date and time of flight shall be maintained. These records 
shall be made available to the Local Planning Authority upon request. 
 
REASON 
 
In the interests of amenity. 

 
10. Model aircraft shall be flown only within the flight area (marked by cross-
hatching) shown on the site plan received on 21 March 2012. No model aircraft 
shall be flown in airspace outside of this area at any time. 
 
REASON  
 
In the interest of amenity, public safety and to prevent disturbance to occupiers of 
nearby properties. 
 
11. No buildings or structures shall be placed or erected within 5 metres of the 
watercourses bounding the site.  

 
 REASON  
  

In the interests of land drainage.  
 

12. No external lighting or sound amplification equipment shall be placed or 
erected on the site without details first having been submitted to, and approved in 
writing, by the Local Planning Authority.  

 
 REASON  

 
In the interests of the amenities of the area.  

 
14. The open land within the curtilage of the site shall not be used for the 
storage, display or sale of anything whatsoever.  

 
REASON  
 
In the interests of the amenities of the area.  
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Justification 
 
The proposed use is a recreational use that requires an open area and this is provided 
by the countryside location. The ancillary development proposed is considered to be 
limited to essential facilities necessary for the proposed use. These ancillary structures 
are functional portable buildings which can be removed from the site; the colour is 
appropriate for the countryside location. They are closely grouped, cover a small area 
and will have a limited impact on openness. The use will not have a significant adverse 
impact on the existing wildlife habitat or the natural landscape.  It is considered to be in 
accord with the technical guidance given in the National Planning Policy Framework 
2012 with regard to flooding. The proposed use for outdoor recreation, falls within the 
“water compatible” category set out in Annex D, such uses are identified as appropriate 
for locations within Flood Zone 3. The existing vehicle access will provide a safe access 
arrangement for the vehicle traffic associated with the use. Adequate space exists 
within the site for parking and turning of vehicles. Subject to the limits imposed through 
conditions attached to permission, noise associated with the model flying use will not 
result in a significant adverse impact on health, quality of life or loss of amenity for 
occupiers nearby residential properties.  
 
The proposed use is considered to be in accord with saved policies CP2; CP11; ENV8; 
ENV11; ENV13; ENV14; TPT1 and TPT3 of the North Warwickshire Local Plan 2006. 
There are no material considerations that would outweigh Development Plan policies. 
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BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
Local Government Act 1972 Section 100D, as substituted by the Local Government Act, 2000 
Section 97 
 
Planning Application No: PAP/2012/0169 
 
Background 

Paper No Author Nature of Background Paper Date 

1 The Applicant or Agent Application Forms, Plans 
and Statement(s) 

21/3/12 
24/5/12 
29/5/12 

2 A Newton Representation 18/4/12 

3 A Grimley Representation 
16/4/12, 
13/12/11, 
28/3/11 

4 M Williams Representation 19/4/2012 
5 D Carter Representation 11/4/12 
6 S Maker Representation 5/4/12 
7 G Roberts Representation 2/4/12 
8 WCC Highways  Consultation 19/4/12 

9 NWBC Environmental 
Health Officer Consultation 30/4/12, 

28/5/12 
 
Note: This list of background papers excludes published documents which may be referred to in the 
report, such as The Development Plan and Planning Policy Guidance Notes. 
 
A background paper will include any item which the Planning Officer has relied upon in preparing the 
report and formulating his recommendation.  This may include correspondence, reports and documents 
such as Environmental Impact Assessments or Traffic Impact Assessments. 
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(2) Application No: PAP/2012/0208 
 
Miners Welfare Centre, Ransome Road, Arley, Warwickshire, CV7 8GZ 
 
Erection of 42 no. 2, 3, and 4 bedroom houses with associated access roads, 
parking, boundary treatments etc, for 
 
The Cassidy Group 
 
Introduction 
 
The receipt of this application was reported to the Board at its last meeting and it is now 
brought back for determination. The site was outlined in the previous report together 
with a description of the proposal, some background information and the identification of 
the relevant Development Plan policies. For convenience this is attached at Appendix A. 
 
Additional Information 
 
Since the last meeting, there have been some minor alterations made to the 
appearance of a few of the proposed houses, in particular to introduce a little more 
variety in the “blocks” of houses. Some minor alterations have also been made to the 
location of parking spaces following comments from the Warwickshire County Council 
as Highway Authority. 
 
The related application for the removal of waste material from the rear of the site so as 
to return the ground levels to the original levels, as referred to in the last report, has now 
been granted a planning permission. 
 
Members will also have seen from the last report that one issue would be a likely “drop” 
in the value of any financial contribution towards open space/recreation enhancement in 
the locality. The applicant has now provided the required financial appraisal and is as a 
consequence offering a contribution of £10,000. 
 
Consultations 
 
Severn Trent Water – No objection subject to a standard condition 
 
Warwickshire Police (Crime Prevention) – No objection as the proposed layout has 
already been discussed with the applicant. 
 
Environmental Health Officer – No objection subject to any new top soils being brought 
onto the site being “vetted” for contamination, and conditions to be attached about 
construction hours and dust management measures. 
 
Council’s Housing Officer – Fully supports the application pointing out that there is 
Housing and Communities Agency (HCA) funding for this project, which is why the 
proposal is being promoted in the current economic climate. 
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Council’s Valuation Officer – Considers that the appraisal provided is reasonably based 
and contains valid conclusions, such that size of the new contribution is proportionate to 
the costs of the project. 
 
Warwickshire County Council as Highway Authority – No objection subject to minor 
alterations to the geometry of some of the car parking spaces and radii of the proposed 
layout. The applicant has revised his plans accordingly. 
 
Representations 
 
Members are referred to the pre-application consultation carried out by the applicant – 
see Appendix A.  
 
160 letters were forwarded to local residents. Two objections have been received. The 
grounds mentioned refer to: 
 

i) Increased traffic resulting in additional road hazards. The roundabout at the 
junction with Gun Hill will need improvement and Gun Hill itself needs a 
20mph limit. 

ii) The site is too high a density – no amenity features, shops or services. 
iii) There will be loss of open space 
iv) To fully develop the site with affordable housing will not maintain a good level 

of diversity within the village demographics. More two and four bed room 
detached housing is needed with additional bungalows. The proposals do not 
match the Housing Needs Survey. There is no need for more housing in 
Arley. Old Arley has recently seen an influx of houses with no commensurate 
increase in services.  

v) CCTV will be needed because of a likely increase in anti-social behaviour. 
vi) Construction traffic will bring problems on the roads. 

 
Observations 
 

a) Introduction 
 
As stated in the previous report, this site is inside the development boundary for Arley 
recognised as a Local Service Centre by the Development Plan, and has the benefit of 
an outline planning permission for 37 houses. As a consequence there is no objection in 
principle to this application. Determination however rests on a number of other issues. 
Two of these were raised in the last report and will be dealt with first. 
 

b) Affordable Housing Provision 
 
The Council’s policy for affordable housing provision is that there should be a minimum 
of 40% on a site such as this in a Local Service Centre. This proposal would provide 
52% and thus accords with this policy. As the previous permission would provide just 
40%, this current case would deliver a significant increase in affordable houses – 22 as 
opposed to 15.  
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Under the previous scheme, the remainder – that is 22 - would be “open market” 
houses. Here, there would be 20. However it is significant that these 20 would be 
shared ownership properties for their first occupiers, managed by the Bromford Housing 
Group. Occupiers could staircase out to the 100% market value and thereafter that 
property would enter the open market. If they chose not to do so, or if they vacated 
without reaching the 100%, then the property would be retained by the Bromford Group 
so that subsequent occupiers could embark on the shared ownership route. As a 
consequence the Council’s Housing Officers consider that not only does this 
arrangement provide choice of tenure, it also enables a wider range of people the 
opportunity to commence home ownership. Officers also consider that there would 
always be a “pool” of these shared ownership properties available as not every occupier 
would fully staircase out. This arrangement of stair-casing out to 100% is not within the 
Council’s planning policy for affordable housing which seeks a cap of 80% on shared 
ownership schemes, so as to retain them in perpetuity.  However the overall scheme is 
considered to be “better” than that offered by the previous permission as that would only 
have had full open market housing thus not widening the choice or availability for local 
people. It is considered that given the current housing market; the current economic 
situation, the approach of the new National Planning Policy Framework, the increase of 
tenure choice, the involvement of the Bromford Group and the support from the housing 
officers and the HCA, that this approach should be supported. 
 
The objectors refer to the need to provide variety of tenure and to move away from an 
over-reliance on wholly affordable housing. This scheme does just that. Whilst it does 
provide more affordable houses under the Council’s definition, it also introduces a new 
avenue towards open market housing which increases choice and availability, enabling 
a wider range of people to enter the housing market. It is considered that this is an 
improvement over the existing permission.  
 
They also draw attention to the Housing Needs Survey which they say is not reflected in 
this scheme. They say that this indicates that general opinion is that the people of Arley 
do not want any more housing; that the survey was only completed by 20% of the 
population, it does not say how many of these were from New Arley, that the survey 
was completed in 2011 before completion of the scheme in Old Arley which will have 
“absorbed” much of the need shown by that survey and that the scheme should be for 
bungalows. Both Housing and Planning Officers have looked into this criticism. It is 
important to establish that the Survey was to establish housing need and that it was 
sent to every household. It was not a referendum on whether there should or should not 
be more housing in Arley. Those that responded were expressing an individual “need”. 
In this respect a 20% return is considered to be quite high – indeed the response was 
greater than a previous similar survey, which indicates an increasing need. The Survey 
shows an overall requirement for some 45 properties. Members will be aware the eight 
“affordable” bungalows were recently approved on the former Working Mens Club site in 
Spring Hill and that the Old Arley development contains 16 “affordable” units. The 
balance of some 20 properties would be provided under the previous permission for this 
site. As a consequence, Members can see how the survey has been applied 
consistently across both Old and New Arley, treating the “Arleys” in both planning and 
housing terms as one Local Service Centre. As a consequence officers do not consider 
that there is a case here for refusal based on the proportions of affordable provision 
being proposed.  
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Members will be aware also that the Council is under pressure from the new National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) to maintain a five year housing supply plus at least 
a 5% contingency. This supply has to be deliverable. This site, given the number of 
units involved, would significantly enhance the present position. The site is deliverable 
with HCA funding. Given that financial considerations are now a material planning 
consideration, it is considered that this funding is a material factor in making this site 
deliverable and thus is material to the recommendation below.  
 

c) The Open Space Contribution 
 
There would be a reduced contribution as a consequence of this application. However 
the important thing is that there still would be a contribution and that its value would still 
be worthwhile. The Council’s Valuation Officer concludes that the value is reasonable 
given the costs and values involved with the current proposals and thus it is not 
considered that there is a case for further negotiation, and certainly not for a refusal. 
 
The objectors refer to the loss of open space. This site is not at all far from the Gun Hill 
recreation ground and the contribution will enable further improvements in the area. 
Overall given the fact that there is an extant permission to redevelop the site, it is not 
considered that there is a ground for refusal here. 
 

d) Other Matters 
 
Bearing in mind the extant permission on the site for 37 units it is not considered that 
the additional 5 would so affect the density here to result in a development that would 
be so materially different or indeed one that would be out of keeping with the local area. 
For information the density in both schemes would be 40 dwellings per hectare.  
 
The other matter which needs further exploration is the potential highway impact. The 
Highway Authority has no objection to the layout or to the use of the single access onto 
Ransome Road. Indeed this is all very similar to that approved recently. The alterations 
requested have been addressed through amended plans. 
 
With no other objections from the other consultation responses, there are no grounds 
for refusal. 
 
Recommendation 
 
That, subject to the signing of a Section 106 Agreement in respect of a £10000 
contribution towards off-site landscape/recreation improvements in the locality of the 
site, and to the inclusion of conditions into the schedule below as recommended by the 
Highway Authority, planning permission is GRANTED subject to the following 
conditions: 
 
                 Standard Conditions 
 

i) Standard  three year condition 
 
ii) Standard plan numbers condition – 6551/22 received on 17/4/12 and plan 

numbers 6551/08f, 11b, 12c, 13c, 14d, 15d, 16c, 17d, 18c and 21c received 
on 31/5/12. 
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Pre- Commencement Conditions 

 
iii) No work shall commence on site until measures for the provision of 22 

affordable houses as part of the development hereby approved have been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. These 
affordable houses shall meet the definition of affordable housing as set out in 
the saved policies of the North Warwickshire Local Plan 2006. The measures 
shall include: the type and tenure of those twenty two affordable houses; the 
timing of their construction and its phasing in relation to the occupancy of the 
remaining dwellings on the site, the arrangements for the transfer of the 
twenty two affordable houses to an affordable housing provider, the 
arrangements to ensure that such provision is affordable for both first and 
subsequent occupiers of the twenty two affordable houses, and the 
occupancy criteria to be used for determining the identity of occupiers of the 
twenty two affordable houses and the means by which such occupancy 
criteria are to be enforced. 

 
REASON 
 
In the interests of securing affordable housing provision on the site so as to 
meet the requirements of the Development Plan. 

 
iv) No development shall commence on site until such time as the Local 

Planning Authority has given its written approval to the deposit of top soils on 
the site. This approval will be dependant upon the source of those soils being 
evidenced together with test results on those soils in respect of potential 
contaminated material. Only those soils so agreed shall be imported and used 
on the site.  
 
REASON 
 
In the interests of reducing the risk of pollution.  
 

v) No development shall commence on site until such time as full details of the 
measures to be installed for the disposal of both foul and surface water have 
first been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. Only the approved measures shall then be installed. 
 
REASON  
 
In order to reduce the risks of pollution and flooding 

  
vi) No development shall commence on site until such time as a schedule of the 

facing materials and roofing materials to be used has first been submitted to 
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Only the approved 
materials shall then be used. 
 
REASON 
 
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area. 
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vii) No development shall commence on site until such time as details of the 
landscaping for the site including retention of existing trees and hedgerows 
has first been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. Only the approved measures shall then be implemented on the site. 
 
REASON 
 
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area. 

 
viii) No development shall commence on site until such time as a dust 

management scheme has first been submitted to and approved in writing by 
the Local Planning Authority. The approved scheme shall be implemented at 
the time of commencement of work and shall remain in place until its 
completion or other time as may be agreed in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. 
 
REASON 
 
In the interests of the amenities of the area 

 
                  Overall Controlling Condition 
 

ix) All construction work associated with the development hereby approved shall 
only be undertaken between 0800 and 1800 hours on Mondays to Fridays, 
and between 0800 and 1300 hours on Saturdays. There shall be no 
construction work on Sundays or Bank Holidays. 
 
REASON 
 
In the interests of the residential amenities of neighbouring occupiers. 

 
 
Notes 
 

i) The Development Plan policies relevant to this decision are saved Core 
Policies 1, 2, 8 and 12, together with saved policies ENV4, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13 
and 14, HSG2 and TPT6 of the North Warwickshire Local Plan 2006. 

ii) Information on the sewer that crosses the site and advice on works close to it, 
including construction can be obtained from Severn Trent Water Ltd. The 
sewer may require temporary protection. 

iii) Standard Coal Authority Standing Advice. 
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Justification 
 
The site is within the development boundary defined for New Arley in the Development 
Plan. New Arley is also a Local Service Centre in that Plan and there is an extant 
outline planning permission on this site for 37 units. As a consequence there is no 
objection in principle to this current application. The application accords with 
Development Plan requirements for the provision of affordable housing and makes 
provision through an associated Section 106 Agreement for compensation for the loss 
of a former community facility and its former recreational space. There are no technical 
issues that can not be overcome by condition, and there are no objections from other 
Agencies, particularly the Highway Authority. The Council requires new housing to meet 
its five year supply and this site is deliverable given the support of the Housing and 
Communities Agency. As a consequence the application accords with the Development 
Plan policies as outlined above and with the policies of the NPPF 2012. 
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BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
Local Government Act 1972 Section 100D, as substituted by the Local Government Act, 2000 
Section 97 
 
Planning Application No: PAP/2012/0208 
 
Background 

Paper No Author Nature of Background Paper Date 

1 The Applicant or Agent Application Forms, Plans 
and Statement(s) 17/4/12 

2 Head of Development 
Control  Letter 23/4/12 

3 S Christancig Objection 29/4/12 
4 S Christiancig Objection 2/5/12 
5 Severn Trent Water Consultation  2/5/12 
6 L Parlow Objection 2/5/12 
7 Warwickshire Police Consultation 4/5/12 

8 Environmental Health 
Officer Consultation 8/5/12 

9 Environmental Health 
Officer Consultation 8/5/12 

10 Applicant  Letter 9/5/12 
11 Applicant  Letter 9/5/12 
12 Valuation Officer Consultation 10/5/12 
13 S Christancig Objection 12/5/12 

14 Warwickshire County 
Council Highways Consultation 28/5/12 

15 Agent Letter and plans 30/5/12 
 
Note: This list of background papers excludes published documents which may be referred to in the 
report, such as The Development Plan and Planning Policy Guidance Notes. 
 
A background paper will include any item which the Planning Officer has relied upon in preparing the 
report and formulating his recommendation.  This may include correspondence, reports and documents 
such as Environmental Impact Assessments or Traffic Impact Assessments. 
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          APPENDIX A 
 
General Development Applications 
 
() Application No: PAP/2012/0208 
 
Miners Welfare Centre, Ransome Road, Arley, Warwickshire, CV7 8GZ 
 
Erection of 42 no. 2, 3, and 4 bedroom houses with associated access roads, 
parking and boundary treatments etc, for 
 
The Cassidy Group 
 
Introduction 
 
This application will be referred to the Board for determination because of the planning 
history involving a previous Section 106 Agreement. This matter is taken up within the 
observations section of the report. At this time however the application is reported just 
to introduce the case to Members. 
 
The Site 
 
This is a 0.92 hectare piece of land on the west side of Ransome Road just a few 
metres north of its junction with Gun Hill within the settlement of New Arley surrounded 
by residential development. It is now overgrown and vacant, but used to house the 
Former Miners Welfare Club together with its bowling green and tennis courts.  The 
former building was demolished a little while ago. 
 
The Proposals 
 
The proposals seek the residential re-development of the site with 42 new houses 
comprising a mix of different sizes and designs. The general layout involves a new 
access onto Ransome Road leading into two cul-de-sacs with new housing either side. 
This is illustrated at Appendix A with samples of the appearance of the houses at 
Appendix B.  
 
Whilst the current applicant owns the land and would build out the scheme if approved, 
it is proposed that all of the houses would be managed by a Registered Social Landlord 
– the Bromford Group, one of the Council’s partner RSL’s. The applicant has submitted 
a letter – copied at Appendix D – which outlines the approach to be taken to this 
provision. In short, 22 of the new houses – that is 52% - would be socially rented 
accommodation in perpetuity, thus meeting the Council’s own definition of “affordable” 
housing in its Development Plan. The remaining 20 would be shared ownership 
housing. As the letter in Appendix D explains, these could “staircase” out to the 100% 
equity for the initial occupier and then revert to open market housing afterwards. 
Because they are thus not available in perpetuity, they would not accord with the 
Council’s definition of “affordable” housing as set out in the Development Plan. For 
shared ownership schemes to do so, each occupier could only “staircase” out to 80% of 
the market value, the freehold reverting back to the RSL.  
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Additional supporting documentation has been submitted with the application. This 
includes a Design and Access Statement; a Ground Conditions Report, an Ecological 
Assessment and a Tree Survey.  
 
The applicant has also undertaken pre-submission consultation with the local 
community. A copy of the report summarising this is attached at Appendix C. In brief 
900 leaflets were distributed locally and an exhibition event was also held. 80% of the 
respondents supported the redevelopment of the site; that its redevelopment would 
reduce anti-social behaviour and that it would contribute to a wider range of housing in 
the area.  
 
There is a current outstanding application lodged with the Council, by the same 
applicant, which seeks to remove waste material tipped at the site by the Club when it 
was in operation. This was to provide a general lifting of levels over the site so as to 
provide a football pitch on the site. Whilst this development was implemented and 
material brought onto the site and levelled, it never came into use for recreation 
purposes due to the demise of the Club. The Board will be updated as to the position on 
this application at the meeting. 
 
Background 
 
An outline planning permission was granted in 2011 for the residential development of 
this site with 37 houses, 15 of which (40%) were to be “affordable”. 
 
This permission was accompanied by a Section 106 Agreement under which a 
contribution of £32, 868 would be made to the Council towards open space provision in 
the vicinity of the site.  
 
Development Plan 
 
Saved Policies of the North Warwickshire Local Plan 2006 – Core Policies 2 
(Development Distribution), 8 (Affordable Housing) and 12 (Implementation) together 
with Policies HSG2 (Affordable Housing), HSG4 (Densities), ENV11 (Neighbour 
Amenity), ENV12 (Urban Design), ENV13 (Building Design), ENV14 (Access Design) 
and TPT6 (Vehicle Parking) 
 
Other Material Planning Considerations 
 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
 
New Homes Bonus 
 
Observations 
 
There is no objection in principle to this development. Not only is the site within the built 
up area of Arley, a recognised Local Service Centre, but it also benefits from an extant 
planning permission. The key issues are therefore to establish whether the differences 
between the current proposals and the terms of the recent permission can be supported 
or not. There are two substantive differences. 
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The increase in the number of houses proposed is not considered to be material – just 
five more houses. However it is material that the delivery of the affordable provision is 
different. In short, the current approval enables the provision of 15 (40%) affordable 
dwellings in order to meet the Council’s definition of affordable housing. The remainder 
– that is 22 or 60% - would be open market houses. The current proposal is for the 
provision of 22 (52%) affordable dwellings to meet the Council’s definition of affordable 
housing. The remainder - that is 20 or 48% - could become open market housing, as 
they would be limited to shared ownership provisions for the first occupier. If that 
occupier “staircases” out to 100%, then the house would come onto the open market; if 
not, then it would remain with the RSL as a shared ownership property. The first issue 
for the Board is to consider whether this new proposal carries support given the 
Council’s definition of “affordable” housing provision. 
 
The second change relates to the existing Section 106 Agreement pertaining to the site. 
This requires a financial contribution to be paid to the Council for local open space 
provision. Given the change in the nature of the proposals in respect of the affordable 
housing provision, the Board will need to explore whether this affects the viability of the 
project. If this is the case, then a lower contribution might be a consequence. The 
applicant has been requested to address this issue. The Board will then have to 
“balance” the existing situation against any new one – e.g. 40% affordable housing and 
a £38,868 contribution, against 52% provision but a lower contribution.  
 
Additionally the Board will need to ensure that the detail and appearance of the 
proposals are acceptable – e.g. access arrangements and design etc. 
 
 
Recommendation 
 
That the receipt of the application be noted at this time. 
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BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
Local Government Act 1972 Section 100D, as substituted by the Local Government Act, 
2000 Section 97 
 
Planning Application No: PAP/2012/0208 
 
Backgroun
d Paper No Author Nature of Background 

Paper Date 

1 The Applicant or Agent Application Forms, Plans 
and Statement 17/4/12 

2 Applicant Letter 9/5/12 
 
Note: This list of background papers excludes published documents which may be referred to in the 
report, such as The Development Plan and Planning Policy Guidance Notes. 
 
A background paper will include any item which the Planning Officer has relied upon in preparing the 
report and formulating his recommendation.  This may include correspondence, reports and documents 
such as Environmental Impact Assessments or Traffic Impact Assessments. 
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(3) Consultation by Warwickshire County Council 
 
Faraday Avenue, Hams Hall 
 
Establishment and Operation of a temporary wood processing facility for a period 
of five years for 
 
E.ON Climate and Renewables UK Biomass Ltd and R Plevin and Sons Ltd 
 
Introduction 
 
The Board was invited to comment on this application and submitted an objection to the 
proposal as set out above essentially on the grounds that there was considered to be 
insufficient weight to override the presumption of refusal for this inappropriate 
development in the Green Belt. This was lodged with the County Council whose officers 
then referred the case to the County’s Regulatory Committee, with a recommendation of 
refusal. Determination was deferred in light of the late arrival of further documentation 
from the applicant. This has now been forwarded to the Borough Council. We have 
been asked whether this would alter our representations. 
 
For convenience the last report is attached at Appendix A, but without its attachments.  
 
Further Information 
 
This takes the form of three separate reports – the first deals with noise; the second 
with dust and the third is one giving the background to the process of site selection 
through an examination of potential alternative sites in the West Midlands for the 
proposal. 
 
The Council’s Environmental Health Officer will comment on the first two reports 
provided as they contain more technical information to show, in the applicant’s view, 
that there would be limited, if any, concerns arising from the introduction of the use onto 
the site. Those comments will be forwarded directly to the County but at the time of 
writing are not yet available. The meeting will be advised of the position, but the 
recommendation below accounts for this position. 
 
The report on the search for alternative sites is useful but flawed. This is because the 
schedule of sites was largely confined to those suggested by Local Waste Planning 
Authority sites. It is accepted that a waste development is better located on a lawful 
waste site, but there are other suitable and appropriate sites as recognised by the 
Preferred Policies set out in the County Council’s Draft Core Waste Strategy. The report 
admits that local Estate Agents were not contacted in respect of sites that might be 
available on existing industrial estates, and nor does it appear that other existing or 
former mineral sites were identified. There are other difficulties with the report. It 
appears to say that as all of the site at Hams Hall is not in the Green Belt, then that 
significantly weakens the Green Belt case. In fact the non-Green Belt proportion of the 
site is no more than 10%. Moreover the report states that the site is an “existing 
industrial site”. It is not, as Members will be aware from their previous visits. That is a 
former use which is now abandoned, and the site was deliberately excluded from the 
initial Hams Hall planning application for the present Business and Distribution estate.  
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In short the additional report does not convince officers that the Borough Council’s 
original objection should be altered. The use will significantly impact on the openness of 
the Green Belt and on the purposes of retaining land within it. The Council has now 
published its Draft Pre-Submission Core Strategy which retains the land inside the 
Green Belt. The proposal therefore is not in accord with emerging planning policy which 
is now at a stage where weight should be given to its content and approach.  
 
Recommendation 
 
That the Borough Council maintains its’ planning objection to this proposal. The 
additional planning information is considered to be flawed for the reasons given in this 
report and the proposal does not accord with the NPPF, or with the Council’s emerging 
planning policy.  
 
The Borough Council maintains its objection in respect of potential noise and dust 
pollution unless the Environmental Health Officer is satisfied with the content of the 
additional material supplied by the applicant. 
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BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
Local Government Act 1972 Section 100D, as substituted by the Local Government Act, 2000 
Section 97 
 
CONSULTATION – HAMS HALL 
 
Background 

Paper No Author Nature of Background Paper Date 

1 Warwickshire County Council Consultation letter 24/1/12 
2 Environmental Health Officer Consultation 24/2/12 
3 Head of Development Control Letter 20/3012 
4 Warwickshire County Council Regulatory Committee report 25/5/12 
5 Warwickshire County Council Additional Information 25/5/12 

 
Note: This list of background papers excludes published documents which may be referred to in the report, such 
as The Development Plan and Planning Policy Guidance Notes. 
 
A background paper will include any item which the Planning Officer has relied upon in preparing the report and 
formulating his recommendation.  This may include correspondence, reports and documents such as Environmental 
Impact Assessments or Traffic Impact Assessments. 
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     APPENDIX A (without attachments) 
 
 
Consultation by Warwickshire County Council 
 
Faraday Avenue, Hams Hall 
 
Establishment and Operation of a temporary wood processing facility for a period 
of five years for 
 
E.ON Climate and Renewables UK Biomass Ltd and R Plevin and Sons Ltd 
 
Introduction 
 
This application has been submitted to the County Council as Waste Local Planning 
Authority and the Borough Council has been invited to make representations as part of 
the consultation process.  
 
The Site 
 
The application site is located on the eastern half of the site where Power Station “B” 
used to be located at the Hams Hall complex. It amounts to 6.5 hectares of land. The 
site remains undeveloped with it largely being a flat hard surface, but the foundations of 
the former power station are still in place. The remainder of the complex – where the “A” 
and “C” power stations were once located - is now a national distribution and 
manufacturing park. The “B” power station was to the north-west of that complex. 
Access would be obtained from the first roundabout when entering the Hams Hall 
Distribution Park. This limb serves the Birmingham Airport car park and a large 
electricity substation.  
 
The location plan is attached at Appendix A. 
 
The Proposal 
 
The site would be used for a period of five years for the processing of up to 100,000 
tonnes a year of non-hazardous wood. The facility would include chipping and 
screening plant, small temporary buildings, plant to remove metals, loading shovels and 
ancillary development. The bulk of the site would be used for the storage of wood 
waste. An indicative layout is at Appendix B, but the photographs of one of the 
applicant’s other sites are attached at Appendix C as they best illustrate an operational 
site.  
 
The proposed operations are set out in a short report at Appendix D.  
 
The applicant’s case essentially comprises the support and encouragement given to this 
type of waste recovery operation in national and local planning guidance. The overall 
waste strategy of reducing reliance on land fill and recovering and recycling waste are 
familiar to Members. Moreover the advice in respect of the general location 
requirements for a waste facility such as that being proposed here is also repeated. The 
include proximity to the main sources of waste; proximity to and easy access to the 
strategic highway network, a location away from environmentally sensitive and 
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residential areas, together with site availability and one being capable of delivery. The 
applicant considers that this site is appropriate, suitable and available. Moreover given 
the temporary time period sought and the fact that no permanent buildings or structures 
are proposed, he argues that there would not lasting adverse impact either on the 
Green Belt, or on prejudicing the future use of the land. He argues that a similar 
circumstance was accepted recently with a temporary consent on the land for car 
storage. 
 
It is also pointed that the E.ON Ltd is presently committing to a range of renewable 
energy generation and that they have a substantive bio-mass power station under 
construction at Sheffield with an application for a second at Bristol. There is an existing 
bio-mass power station in Lockerbie. It is said that this current application will assist in 
setting up a wood fuel supply chain. 
 
A number of reports have been submitted with the application.  
 
A landscape report concludes that the site is representative of a former industrial 
landscape and because of its enclosed nature will result in there being no material 
impact. Reference is made to the mature woodlands around the site and the large 
“sheds” to the south east. As the application is for five years there is said to be no 
lasting adverse impact. Mitigating measures such as limiting the height of wood 
stockpiles and ensuring appropriate lighting are recommended. 
 
A noise report concludes that the noise environment would be acceptable given the 
surrounding uses, the ambient noise levels, the distance to residential property 
together, and the inclusion of mitigating measures such as an acoustic fence at the 
northern boundary. 
 
An ecology report concludes that the site is of little significant ecology value and thus 
there is unlikely to be a material impact on wildlife, provided measures are taken to 
ensure appropriate lighting and planting. 
 
A transport report concludes that HGV generation would be 132 two-way trips a day, but 
that this would have no adverse highway impact given the nature and capacity of the 
existing highway network. 
 
Development Plan 
 
West Midland Regional Strategy – its evidence base 
 
Warwickshire Waste Local Plan – saved policy numbers 1 (General Land Use), 6 
(Materials Recycling Facilities) and 13 (Proposed Facilities) 
 
Saved Policies of the North Warwickshire Local Plan 2006 – Core Policy 1 (Social and 
Economic Regeneration), 2 (Development Distribution), ENV2 (Green Belt), ENV6 
(Land Resources), ENV10 (Energy Generation and Conservation), ENV11 (Neighbour 
Amenities), ENV12 (Urban Design), ENV14 (Access Design), TPT1 (Transport 
Assessment), TPT6 (Vehicle Parking) 
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Other Material Planning Considerations 
 
The Landfill Directive 1999;  The Waste Strategy 2007; The Government’s Review of 
Waste Policy 2011, PPS1 (Delivering Sustainable Development), PPG2 (Green Belts), 
PPS10 (Sustainable Waste Management), PPG13 (Transport) and PPS23 (Planning 
and Pollution Control) 
 
The draft National Planning Policy Framework 
 
Warwickshire Waste Core Strategy – Preferred Option: Policies CS2, CS3 and CS5 
 
Draft North Warwickshire Core Strategy 
 
Background 
 
The planning permission for the redevelopment of the former Hams Hall complex as a 
manufacturing and distribution complex did not include the site of the former “B” power 
station. As a consequence the current application site is not within the area covered by 
the consent. It is wholly in the Green Belt. 
 
Planning permission has been granted in the past for the temporary use of the land as a 
transhipment car park in association with the transfer of motor cars from their 
manufacturing base for onward travel via the Rail Freight Terminal at Hams Hall. This 
permission has now lapsed. 
 
Consultations 
 
The Environmental Health Officer reports that he has concerns about noise and dust 
arising from the proposals given its scale.  
 
In respect of noise, he indicates that if this proposal had been neighbouring residential 
property there would be an objection. Here though there is an industrial environment, 
but even so he considers that given that neighbouring premises do not have air 
conditioned and sealed double glazing for offices and staff rooms facing the site, he 
considers that further noise attenuation measures are necessary on site – the height of 
the stockpiles – suggested at ten metres - need to be substantially reduced and extra 
bunding/screening should be added.  
 
The main concern however is possible dust emissions. This is a large operation 
proposed on a large open site. The applicant’s premises in Retford have given rise to a 
significant number of complaints even though it is in a more isolated location than Hams 
Hall. It is therefore essential that conditions are attached to agree substantive dust 
control measures to ensure that the risk of this type of pollution is contained. The 
concerns here are for visitors, residents, employees and also for the “clinical” conditions 
needed at the nearby BMW plant, for protection to cars parked at the APH airport car 
park, and indeed for conditions at the Whitacre Heath Nature Reserve. 
 
The Environment Agency would need to grant a working permit for this use, and it too 
would need to be satisfied that these matters had first been addressed prior to issuing 
this Permit. 
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These representations from the EHO have already been forwarded under separate 
cover to the County Council. 
 
Observations 
 
a) Introduction 
 
This application is for inappropriate development in the Green Belt. As such the 
presumption is one of refusal. However the applicant is arguing that there are material 
planning considerations of such weight that they add up to the very special 
circumstances necessary to override that presumption. The remainder of this report will 
explore these considerations to see if they do indeed carry the weight which the 
applicant assigns to them. The report will also need to address the normal range of 
planning matters associated with such an application. 
 
b) The Green Belt 
 
It is acknowledged that the approach set out by the applicant in respect of how waste is 
handled in the future carries significant weight in dealing with this application. It is also 
acknowledged that the strategies set targets for recycling different waste streams and 
that wood recycling is one these. It is also recognised that in West Midlands there is a 
shortage of recycling sites as an alternative to land filling wood waste. It is necessary 
therefore to see if these matters are of sufficient weight to override the presumption of 
refusal. 
 
The starting point is the site’s location in the Green Belt. This is large scale 
development by fact and by degree. It takes up an extensive area of land and would 
involve substantial stock piles of waste stored on the site, together with large plant, 
machinery and some buildings, as well as substantive screen bunding to meet 
Environmental Health requirements. Whilst the stock piles would be transitory as stocks 
come and go, the overall appearance and character of the site will be one of a 
commercial operation as evidenced by the photographs of other sites. As such it would 
not contribute to the achievement of the objectives for retaining land within the Green 
Belt. It will not safeguard countryside and would represent new development adding to 
the urbanisation of the area – particularly through significant extension of an already 
large commercial site – and thus not assisting in urban regeneration or the recycling of 
other urban land.  
 
There will be a consequential impact on the openness of the Green Belt hereabouts. 
The land is presently open and unused. The scale of the proposed operation and its 
consequential visual impact will materially reduce that current openness. The most 
important attribute of the Green Belt is its openness as it this which delivers the 
objectives of retaining land within it. This development would be wholly negative in this 
respect. Members are also aware that Government advice clearly indicates that it is not 
the quality of the appearance of Green Belt land that gives it its protection. It is the very 
fact that it is open that is overriding. So here, whilst the site clearly does not appear as 
rural countryside, it is its openness that is overriding, thus retaining its Green Belt 
function.  
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Moreover the proposed use is not one that essentially or necessarily requires a rural 
location. Indeed it is inappropriate here by definition. It might be convenient and 
desirable to have it here but not essential. This is important not only in considering the 
definitions within Government advice but also because of the lack of evidence submitted 
considering alternative locations. No such analysis is provided.  
 
These considerations individually carry significant weight, but together they carry 
substantial weight. This at least matches that of the supporting considerations set out by 
the applicant in his reliance on current waste strategy. The issue for the Board is how to 
balance these conflicting considerations. 
 
c) Other Material Considerations 
 
The County Council will need to explore whether or not the proposals would have any 
adverse impacts on highway, ecological or landscape considerations through their 
consultation process. This Council’s concern must be the visual impact on the 
residential properties that happen to adjoin the site at its far northern end, and the on 
the setting of the Church. The proposals would bring commercial development closer to 
these properties, and the prospect of a ten metre high wood stock pile and an acoustic 
fence suggest a material change in outlook at this end of the site. Additionally the 
Environmental Health Officers are concerned about the risks posed by dust and noise 
emissions from such an extensive operation. 
 
The County Council will give weight to its Preferred Waste Policies as set out in its 
recent draft Core Waste Strategy. The applicant points that in his view, his proposals 
accord with the general approach set out in these policies in general location terms; 
proximity to sources of waste, and to the strategic highway network as well as having 
with limited environmental impact. However there are matters which need to be brought 
to the County’s attention which are considered to weaken this reliance. Firstly, as 
indicated above there is no operational reason why this kind of use has to be located 
within a Green Belt location or on open land. Green Belt policy quite specifically 
indicates that it is not the appearance of the land that is critical here in retaining the 
value of Green Belt status but its openness. This land is open and provides a 
substantial open space between the Hams Hall development and the community of Lea 
Marston to the north. That would be reduced and weakened with this proposal. 
Secondly, the County has very recently received other applications for wood recycling 
facilities in North Warwickshire as well as for other waste recycling schemes. These are 
all located within the Green Belt. It is considered as a consequence that the County 
Council can reasonably consider the cumulative impact of these proposals on the 
openness of the Green Belt, and the prospect of the perpetuation of former minerals 
extraction sites and former power generation sites as waste facility sites, thus removing 
the prospect of restoring these sites so that they can fully achieve Green Belt 
objectives. It is argued that support for this application, within this context, weakens 
achievement of Green Belt objectives. Thirdly, the applicant refers to the temporary 
consents on this land for car storage. This is not considered to carry weight in the 
current application. Those consents were related to a clear national and regional 
economic need in order to assist the West Midlands car manufacturing sector at that 
time – namely the BMW/Rover Group. Then new models and  export led drive needed 
proximity to rail transport and the Hams Hall terminal provided that facility in close 
proximity to the Solihull and Longbridge manufacturing plants. The consent was 
conditioned so as to tie it in to the terminal; to named motor manufacturers and to their 
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plant and to rail transportation. It has now lapsed. In other words it was site-specific, in 
line with the actual reasons for granting the original Hams Hall permission. The current 
proposals have no such national or regional linkages or ties with the Rail Terminal. 
Fourthly, the County should understand that the application is for five years. It is not a 
permanent use that is proposed. This therefore questions the weight to be given to the 
“need” argument, and adds weight to the argument that this kind of use is “footloose” in 
its location requirements. The applicant admits in his submission that after the five 
years, “the site will be returned to a condition consistent with the current”. There is no 
benefit to, or achievement of Green Belt objectives in the issue of a five year consent. It 
can only have an adverse impact on openness during the five years – in other words an 
adverse change for no Green Belt gain. 
 
d) Conclusions 
 
The base-line for considering this current application is that the proposal is for 
inappropriate development in the Green Belt. The most important attribute of the Green 
Belt is the retention of its openness in order to achieve the purposes of safeguarding 
land from new development and urban expansion, regardless of the visual amenity of 
land within the Green Belt. Here this approach is particularly relevant for the reasons 
explained above. It is considered that this outweighs the arguments set out by the 
applicant in seeking to meet Government objectives in respect of the recycling of this 
particular waste stream.  
 
Recommendation 
 
That this Council object to this application on the grounds as set out in this report – 
namely that it considers greater weight should be given to the objective of retaining this 
land within the Green Belt than that of dealing with the recycling of this particular waste 
stream, and on the grounds of potential noise and dust pollution. 
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BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
Local Government Act 1972 Section 100D, as substituted by the Local Government Act, 2000 
Section 97 
 
 
Background 

Paper No Author Nature of Background Paper Date 
1 Warwickshire County 

Council 
Consultation Letter 24/1/12 

2 Environmental Health 
Officer 

Consultation 24/2/12 

 
Note: This list of background papers excludes published documents which may be referred to in the report, such 

as The Development Plan and Planning Policy Guidance Notes. 
 

A background paper will include any item which the Planning Officer has relied upon in preparing the report 
and formulating his recommendation.  This may include correspondence, reports and documents such as 
Environmental Impact Assessments or Traffic Impact Assessments. 
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(4) Consultation by Warwickshire County Council  
 
De Mulder and Sons Ltd, Mancetter Road, Hartshill 
 
Proposed New Tallow Farm for De Mulder and Sons 
 
Introduction 
 
A report was brought to the last Board meeting indicating that the Council had been 
invited to comment on a proposal for new tallow tanks at the De Mulder site in Hartshill 
as a consequence of a planning application having been submitted to the Warwickshire 
County Council. That report described the site; the proposal and the Development Plan 
background. It is attached for information at Appendix A. 
 
Further Information 
 
The information submitted to support the application is contained within Appendix A, but 
is repeated here at Appendix B. This indicates that the site operates a processing plant 
for Animal By-Products (ABP’s). These are categorised depending on the risk posed to 
public and animal health. Prior to 2011, the plant here processed category 1 ABP’s – 
the highest risk material. However because of the significant reduction in Category 1 
material coming to the site, and changes in EU legislation, the Company has sought the 
long term future of the site by moving from Category 1 material to Category 3 so as to 
produce saleable finished products. Work on this move has commenced on site with 
new plant and equipment already being installed e.g. - the increase in the height of the 
tower. All rendering of ABP’s produces two finished products – meat and bone meal 
(MBM), and tallow. By moving to Category 3 material and through the introduction of the 
new equipment, different grades of MBM and tallow can be produced, thus making for 
greater viability and sustainability of the business. This current application is to be the 
culmination of this overall move from Category 1 to Category 3 material. 
 
In order to achieve both high and low grade tallow, two sets of tanks are needed. The 
Company indicates that as the existing tanks at the site are nearing the end of their 
useful life, the decision was taken to completely install new tanks capable of producing 
both grades of tallow as early as possible. The volume of the tanks is said to match that 
of the potential full production for both grades of tallow (1800 tonnes) and the height (17 
metres) is required in order to provide the optimum filtration conditions for separating 
the two grades.   
 
Consultations 
 
The County Council has undertaken the consultation process in respect of this 
application. At the time of writing this report, no responses have been copied to the 
Borough Council.  
 
The Council’s Environmental Health Officer has also been consulted but as yet has not 
responded to the County. He will do this separately from the planning consultation. 
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Observations 
 
Prior to looking at the detail of the scheme, it is important to explore the principle of the 
development. The site clearly has a lawful use for its current operations and there are 
few of these plants available around the country. Given the need for them and the 
overall thrust of national waste planning policy contained in PPS10 and locally in 
Warwickshire’s Preferred Policies as set out in its current Waste Development 
Framework, the overall thrust and direction of the operational changes proposed for this 
site are given support. This support is based on the preferred location for waste 
development being on those sites that already benefit from waste permissions. 
Moreover the changes outlined above at this particular site have already been instigated 
through earlier permissions granted by the County Council. As such it is considered that 
an objection in principle here would carry very limited weight.  
 
The main two detailed issues here are the potential to increase pollution through odour 
emissions, and secondly the visual impact. The former is always at the forefront of all 
assessments for any application at this site. The Environmental Health Officer will 
forward his observations to the County shortly, and an update will be provided verbally 
at the Board meeting. The recommendation below recognises this position. 
 
These are large tanks and they will certainly be visible from the immediate area, namely 
the canal towpath and the surrounding roads. They would also be seen in longer 
distance views – the A5, and from the higher ground to the south. It is recognised that 
there are sound operational reasons for these tanks and that there is a business case 
for their introduction. As such and given the overall policy support for new development 
on existing sites it is considered that an objection would carry little weight. However the 
County Council do need to establish and have a significant landscaping plan in place for 
the site in order to mitigate the adverse visual impact of the new tanks. 
 
Recommendation 
 
That the Council do not object in principle to this development subject to it firstly 
securing a substantial landscaping scheme for the site in order to mitigate adverse 
visual impacts and that secondly it is satisfied that there would be no adverse noise or 
odour pollution arising from the development. 
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BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
Local Government Act 1972 Section 100D, as substituted by the Local Government Act, 2000 
Section 97 
 
CONSULTATION – De-Mulder and Sons Ltd 
 
Background 

Paper No Author Nature of Background Paper Date 

1 Warwickshire County Council Consultation letter 9/5/12 
2 Head of Development Control E-mail 24/5/12 
3 Warwickshire County Council E-mail 24/5/12 
4 Head of Development Control E-mail 25/5/12 
5 Applicant E-mail 28/5/12 

 
Note: This list of background papers excludes published documents which may be referred to in the report, such 
as The Development Plan and Planning Policy Guidance Notes. 
 
A background paper will include any item which the Planning Officer has relied upon in preparing the report and 
formulating his recommendation.  This may include correspondence, reports and documents such as Environmental 
Impact Assessments or Traffic Impact Assessments. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Consultation by Warwickshire County Council 
 
De Mulder and Sons Ltd, Mancetter Road, Hartshill 
 
Proposed New Tallow Farm for De Mulder and Sons 
 
Introduction 
 
The County Council has received this application and has invited this Council to make 
representations as part of the consultation process. Environmental Health Officers have 
been consulted directly by the County Council as have the Hartshill Parish Council and 
local residents. 
 
The Site 
 
The De Mulder premises are situated on the south side of Mancetter Road a couple of 
hundred metres east of its junction with Clock Hill where the West Coast mainline 
railway crosses the road. It is in a rural area with scattered houses and farms but there 
are also a number of other commercial uses nearby notably around the Anchor Inn. The 
premises are currently authorised to process animal by-products under permissions 
granted by the County Council and Permits issues by the Environment Agency. 
 
The Proposals 
 
It is proposed to replace the existing tallow farm storage tanks adjacent to the main 
processing building to the other side of a service road within the current trailer park. 
This would be located on the west side of the current complex of buildings and plant. 
The location is illustrated at Appendix A. 
 
The new storage facility would comprise twelve stainless steel tanks supported by a 
steel framed structure on a concrete base. Each tank would be 17 metres tall and they 
would be arranged in two rows of six tanks surrounded by a perimeter wall to store any 
spillage. This would be 1.5 metres tall but would be lower in appearance in part, 
because it acts also as a retaining wall. The tanks would be accessed from staircases 
together with an overhead service gantry for loading tallow into HGV road tankers. A 
new loading bay is included. A new pipe bridge will be required to accommodate the 
filing of the tanks from the processing building.  
 
For comparison purposes, the application says that the tanks would be the same height 
as the main building on site, but lower by 10 metres than the chimney and 6 metres 
lower than the tower on the site. Members are referred to Appendices B and C which 
illustrate the layout and provide the elevations. 
 
The applicant has provided some supporting information in respect of the reasoning 
behind the current proposal and this is attached at Appendix D. 
 
Development Plan 
 
Saved Policies of the North Warwickshire Local Plan 2006 – ENV11 (Neighbour 
Amenities), ENV12 (Urban Design), ENV13 (Building Design). 
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Saved Policies of the Waste Local Plan for Warwickshire – Policy 1 (General Land Use) 
 
Other Material Planning Considerations 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework 2012 
 
PPS10 – Planning for Sustainable Waste Management 
 
Warwickshire Waste Development Framework (Preferred Option and Policies) – 
Policies CS2 (The Spatial Waste Planning Strategy), DM1 (Protection of the Natural and 
Built Environment), DM2 (Managing Health and Amenity Impacts), DM4 (Design of New 
Facilities) 
 
Observations 
 
The Borough Council has only just been invited to submit its comments in respect of this 
application and thus officers are not yet in a position to consider the planning merits of 
the case. As such, this item is solely for information purposes at the present time, and a 
further report will be brought to the Board in due course. 
 
Recommendation 
 
That the receipt of the application be noted at the present time 
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 Agenda Item No 5 
 
Planning and Development Board 
 

       18 June 2012 
 

Report of the 
Head of Development Control 

Planning Fees 2011-12 
 

 
1 Summary 
 
1.1 The report brings Members up to date with the current position in respect of 
 the receipt of planning fee income. 
 

Recommendation to the Board 
 
That the report be noted. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 Consultation 
 
2.1 No consultation has taken place.  
 
3 Observations 
 
3.1 Members will be aware of the difficulties that we have had recently in 

forecasting the receipt of planning applications due to the economic downturn, 
and thus in identifying the level of planning fee income. Additionally, officers 
have made it clear that in the last few months there has been an “up-turn” in 
that application numbers are increasing together with levels of income. As a 
consequence this short report is brought to the Board to bring Members up to 
date. 

 
3.2 The original budget set for 2011/12 was to receive £300k in planning fees. In 

light of the very poor levels of application in the early part of 2011, the budget 
had to be revised during the normal monitoring process, and a revised budget 
of £200k was set. As it turned out there was a significant increase in fee 
income in the latter half of the year such that the final income for the year was 
£287,663 (this is a net figure because of some refunds having to be made). 
This represents an income of around about 4% lower than the original budget.    

 
3.3 The original budget for 2012/13 was set at £265k and whilst there had been 

an increase in the value of application fees, it was not known if this could be 
sustained. At present it is pleasing to report that it has. The profiled budget for 
the period 1 April 2012 to 31 May is £44k, and the actual fee income received 
was £55k. Moreover officers are predicting that income levels will continue to 
be buoyant throughout the next few months, given the potential development 
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proposals that are likely to be submitted. Members will know that the recent 
presentations given to them by prospective applicants, confirms this optimism.  

 
3.4 The publication of the draft Pre-Submission Core Strategy is likely to 

encourage further interest over the next few months in both the commercial 
and residential sectors. There is thus the potential likelihood of a more 
sustained trend in fee income. 

 
3.5 There is still no further news from the Government about the localisation of 

planning fees. 
 
4 Report Implications 
 
4.1 Finance and Value for Money Implications 
 
4.1.2 Continued increases in planning fee income are expected despite the current 

challenging circumstances.  
 
4.2 Links to Council’s Priorities 
 
4.2.1 Increases in planning fee income will help with the overall aim of balancing the 

Council’s budget.  
 
 
 

The Contact Officer for this report is Jeff Brown (719310). 
 

Background Papers 
 

Local Government Act 1972 Section 100D, as substituted by the Local Government 
Act, 2000 Section 97 

 
 

Background Paper 
No 

Author Nature of Background 
Paper 

Date 
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Agenda Item No 6 
 
Planning and Development Board  
 
18 June 2012 
 

Report of the Assistant Chief Executive 
and Solicitor to the Council 

Waste Development Framework - 
Core Strategy – Publication 
Document (Regulation 27) 
consultation (March 2012) 

 
1 Summary 
 
1.1 This report and appendices outlines Warwickshire County Council’s Waste 

Development Framework - Core Strategy - Publication Document (Regulation 
27) consultation (March 2012) and the Borough Council’s recommended 
responses to the document. 

 
 

Recommendation to Board 
 
That the response in Appendix A, subject to any further comments 
by Members, be sent to Warwickshire County Council as the 
Borough Council’s response to the consultation by 25 June 2012. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
2 Introduction 
 
2.1 As members will recall from a previous Planning and Development Board report 

in October 2011, the Core Strategy of the Waste Development Framework is a 
Development Plan Document which sets out the Spatial Strategy, Vision, 
Objectives and Policies for managing waste for a 15 year plan period up to 
2027/2028.  It also provides the framework for implementation and monitoring 
and for waste development management.  The current document is available 
for examination online at www.warwickshire.gov.uk/wastecorestrategy. 

 
2.2 The response from the Borough Council to the 'Preferred Option and Policies' 

consultation, undertaken  in September to November 2011, along with other 
representations, have been taken into account and used to shape this final 
'Publication' document.  The document contains the revised vision, objectives 
and key issues as well as the spatial strategy for locating new waste facilities in 
the County over the 15 year period, together with the Core Strategy and 
Development Management policies that would provide the framework for 
development control.  The purpose of the current consultation is to invite 
representations on whether the plan has met all legal and procedural 
requirements and is 'sound'. 

 
2.3 This Submission Draft ('Publication' document) of the Warwickshire Waste Core 

Strategy will be subject to representations on the 'soundness' of the Core 
Strategy, beginning in March 2012.  This is in accordance with Regulation 27 of 
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the Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations 
2004.  

 
2.4 Originally the consultation was scheduled for a period of 8 weeks beginning on 

30 March 2012 and ending the 25 May 2012.  However due to the recent 
publication of the National Planning Policy Framework, the Council has decided 
to extend the consultation.  This is to provide stakeholders with an opportunity 
to consider the NPPF and to decide whether the Waste Core Strategy is 
consistent with national policy and meets the revised tests of soundness. 

 
3 Timetable 
 
3.1 The County Council will consider responses received and will produce a 

Statement of Representations, in accordance with Regulation 22 (1) (c).  The 
comments received will be reported to the County’s Full Council meeting and 
any necessary minor changes will be made before it is submitted to the 
Secretary of State in September 2012 for independent examination.  The 
Secretary of State will then appoint an Inspector, who will hold an ‘Examination’ 
to assess whether the plan has been prepared in accordance with the Duty to 
Co-operate, legal and procedural requirements and whether it is ‘sound’. 

 
4 Waste Development Framework - Core Strategy – Publication Document 

(Regulation 27) consultation guidance 
 
4.1 The consultation at this stage is fairly narrow and any comments or objections 

will need to relate to a matter of legal compliance with the relevant regulations 
(including the Duty to Co-operate) when producing the Waste Core Strategy 
and establishing whether the document is “sound”.  To be sound the Waste 
Core Strategy should be: 
1. Positively prepared: : The plan should be prepared based on a strategy 
which seeks to meet objectively assessed developed and infrastructure 
requirements, including unmet requirements from neighbouring authorities 
where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving sustainable 
development. 
2. Justified: The plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when 
considered against the reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate 
evidence. 
3. Effective: The plan should be deliverable over its period and based on 
effective joint working on cross-boundary strategic priorities. 
4. Consistent with National Policy: The plan should enable the delivery of 
sustainable development in accordance with the policies in the framework. 

 
4.2 As noted in the earlier Planning and Development Board Report of the 17 

October 2011, the Core Strategy Preferred Option and Policies document sets 
out the national and local policy framework within which the Waste core 
strategy will sit.  The Borough raised some concerns over the detail of the 
Preferred Option 5 and the Counties response to the representations is 
attached as Appendix B. 

 

 
. . . 
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4.3 The County has noted most of the Borough’s concerns, particularly with 
reference to the need to recognise and identify Waste treatment facilities 
outside of, but in reasonably close proximity to, both the County and Borough 
boundary, to reflect the cross border nature of Waste treatment.  The County 
response was to reflect the new “Duty to Co-operate” stressing in the Vision 
that “Cross boundary waste management links, especially those with the 
sub-region, will continue to be recognised” and referring to cross boundary 
movement and management of waste in Objective 2.  

 
4.4 Similarly, the Borough’s concerns over potential impacts of facilities on the 

Green Belt were noted.  However, no significant change has been made to the 
Core strategy as the County consider that some waste related activities may be 
appropriate in the Green Belt and their Policy CS3 prevents large scale waste 
sites being developed.  Nevertheless, the County did include an additional 
Green Belt consideration in the Development Management Policy DM1, 
referring to “Impact on the openness of the Green Belt’ with further elaboration 
provided in the supporting text. 

 
5 Recommendations: 

North Warwickshire Borough Response to the consultation 
 
5.1 In view of the responses made by the county to the representations from the 

Borough council, and the minor amendments made to the Core Strategy as a 
result of those representation, it is not considered that there are any further 
grounds to object, particularly in terms of the “soundness” of the document or 
relating to legal compliance with the relevant regulations (including the Duty to 
Co-operate).  It is therefore recommended that this Board report and the 
response detailed on the relevant Response Form, attached as Appendix A, are 
forwarded as the Borough Council’s response to the consultation. 

 
 
. . . 

 
6 Report Implications 
 
6.1 Finance and Value for Money Implications 
 
6.1.1 There are considered to be no finance or value for money implications arising at 

present from the Consultation report.  The “Publications Document (Regulation 
27)” consultation and waste management strategy may have financial 
implications for the Council in terms of the impact on waste management and 
the location and operation of waste services. 

 
6.2 Safer Communities Implications 
 
6.2.1 An effective and comprehensive waste management strategy and provision of 

facilities and sites for future waste generation will help address and discourage 
issues such as illegal fly-tipping and inappropriate waste disposal and treatment 
that may also have health and safety implications. 
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6.3 Legal and Human Rights Implications 
 
6.3.1 These issues are addressed in the regulations and legal process governing the 

consultation and LDF process.   
 
6.4 Environment and Sustainability Implications 
 
6.4.1 Positive potential impact.  The delivery of an effective and comprehensive 

waste management strategy and provision of facilities and sites for future waste 
generation, with a focus on re-use and recycling will help reduce CO2 (and 
Methane) generation, address potential pollution problems while reducing the 
need to transport waste large distances.  

 
6.5 Equalities Implications 
 
6.5.1 The regulations governing the LDF process and consultation require an 

Equalities Impact Assessment to be undertaken on the Core Strategy 
Publication document (Regulation 27). This will be available from the county 
council. 

 
6.6 Links to Council’s Priorities 
 
6.6.1 The consultation report has links to the following Council priorities; 

• Enhancing community involvement and access to services  
• Protecting and improving our environment  
• Defending and improving our countryside and rural heritage 

 
The Contact Officer for this report is Mike Dittman (719451). 
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Planning and   Development Board 18 June 2012  APPENDIX A 
Waste Development Framework - Core Strategy – Publication Document 
(Regulation 27) 

 
 

Warwickshire County Council Waste Core Strategy 
Publication Stage Representation Form 

 
Please return this form to: 

 
Waste Core Strategy: Publication Stage 

Planning & Development Group 
Sustainable Communities 

Communities 
Warwickshire County Council 

Po Box 43 
Shire Hall 
Warwick 

CV34 4SX 
 

E: planningstrategy@warwickshire.gov.uk 
 
 

A copy of the document together with all of the supporting documentation is also 
available on-line at: www.warwickshire.gov.uk/wastecorestrategy. 

 
The deadline for responses is : Friday 15th June 2012, 4.00pm  

 
 
 
 
 

This form has three parts to it:- 
 

Part A:  Personal Details 
 
Part B:  Your Representation(s). Please complete a separate sheet for each 

representation you wish to make. 
 

Part C: About you. This section is for monitoring purposes only. It will be 
removed from the representation form and analysed separately. 

 
 
 
 

A set of guidance notes is available to help you complete this form. 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Office use only 

 
 
 
Part A: Your Details 
 
Representations can not be considered anonymously. However, this will exclude 
address, telephone number and email address of respondents. The representations 
made will not be confidential as they will need to be published on the Council’s 
website and copies will be placed at appropriate venues across the county for public 
inspection. 
 
1. Personal Details1

 
Title: Mr 
First Name Mike 
Surname Dittman 
Job Title (if applicable) Senior Forward Planning Policy Officer 
Organisation (if applicable) North Warwickshire Borough Council 
Address Line 1 The Council House 
Address Line 2 South street 
Address Line 3 Atherstone 
Address Line 4 Warwickshire 
Postcode CV9 1DE 
Telephone number 01827 715341
Email Address  planningpolicy@northwarks.gov.uk 
 
Part B: Your Representation 
 
Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 
 
Your representation should cover all of the evidence and supporting information 
necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested change, as there 
will not normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations 
following the publication stage. After this stage, further submission will only be at the 
request of the Inspector, based on the matters and issues he/she identifies for the 
examination. 
 
Name or Organisation - North Warwickshire Borough   
 
2. To which part of the Waste Core Strategy does this representation relate? 
 
Page number: -------------------------------- 
 

Paragraph number: -------------------------- 

Policy/Proposal: ------------------------------ Other (e.g. table/figure): -------------------- 
 

 

                                            
1 The above personal data will be processed in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998 
and will only be used by the County Council for the purposes of contacting you about the 
Waste Core Strategy. It will not be passed on to any third parties.  



3. Do you consider the Core Strategy to be: 
 
A. Prepared in accordance 
with the Duty to 
Cooperate, legal and 
procedural requirements *   

Yes           X No                       
 

B. Sound * Yes           X No             
 
 

 
* An explanation of the legal and procedural requirements, the Duty to Cooperate, 
and what is meant by ‘sound’ is provided in the guidance notes.  
 
4. If you consider the DPD to be unsound please specify your reason below: 
 
A) It is not justified                              

 
B) It is not effective                              

 
C) It is not consistent with national policy                              

 
D) It has not been positively prepared 
 

                             

 
5. Please give details below of why you consider the Core Strategy unsound or 
why it has not been prepared in accordance with the Duty to Cooperate, legal 
and procedural requirements. Please could you be as precise as possible. If 
you wish to support the legal compliance or soundness of the Core Strategy, 
please also use this box to set out your comments. 
 
 
N/A 
 
 

(Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. Please provide your name/organisation 
number and the representation which it relates to (i.e. representation ------------- of --------------) 
 
6. Please set out what change(s) you consider necessary to ensure that the 
Core Strategy is sound or has been prepared in accordance with the Duty to 
Cooperate, legal and procedural requirements. Please be as precise as 
possible. 
 
 
N/A 
 
 
 

Please note that your representation should cover concisely all of the information, evidence 
and supporting information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested 

change, as there will not normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further 
representations based on the original representation at publication stage. Please be as 

precise as possible. 
 



7. If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to 
participate at the oral part of the examination? 
 
No, I do not wish to participate at the oral examination   x 
 
Yes, I would like to participate at the oral examination    
 
8. If you wish to participate at the oral part of the examination, please outline 
why you consider this to be necessary: 
 
 
 
 
 
Please note that the Inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear 

those who have indicated that they wish to participate at the oral part of the examination. 
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Agenda Item No 7 
 
Planning and Development Board 
 
18 June 2012 
 

Report of the 
Chief Executive 

Exclusion of the Public and Press 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Recommendation to the Board 
  
That under Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972,
the public and press be excluded from the meeting for the
following item of business, on the grounds that it involves the
likely disclosure of exempt information as defined by Schedule
12A to the Act. 
7/1

 

Agenda Item No 8 
 
Breaches of Planning Control - Report of the Head of Development 
Control. 

Paragraph 6 – by reason of the need to consider appropriate legal action  

The Contact Officer for this report is David Harris (719222). 
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